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IncaConnect offers a suite of software tools that allow integration of Onset X printers 
into existing MIS (Management Information System) production software and workflow 
solutions, and aims to reduce costs and improve efficiency.

Web Browser Interface

IncaAccess (Remote Management & Scheduling)
IncaAccess enables machine status monitoring and job, substrate, finish and print queue 
management to be completed away from the printer’s operating interface (Inca GUI). It 
can improve machine utilisation by not having to set up jobs or queues at the console, 
meaning the printer has greater up-time, improving income generation and ROI.

IncaAccess Features

Jobs
Provides facilities for job management including identifying jobs in each 
queue, previewing images, editing the order in which jobs will print and 
adding queues

Queue Builder Enables jobs to be moved/copied between print queues using drag and drop

Print History Displays print job history statistics

Settings
Provides facilities for viewing user accounts, viewing and editing substrate 
types and sizes and viewing available finish definitions

Utilities
Layout Editor - fully-featured layout editing with layering functionality; 
configure jobs from the web interface, including complex multi-bed, 
substrate, layer and image jobs, without use of printer console

IncaViewer (Reporting Tool)
IncaViewer enables printer KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) viewed, organised and 
printed. Detailed statistics on print productivity and consumable usage can be filtered 
over user-defined time periods, providing greater visibility on printer performance. This 
data can also be fed back into MIS and workflow system(s), enabling more accurate job 
quotations/estimates to be generated.

IncaViewer Features

Productivity, 
Substrate, Ink, Print 
Settings, Good & 
Waste and Costings

Includes productive time, number of jobs, beds printed, average beds and 
printed area, ink consumption and cost (supporting different per-colour ink 
costs), ink and substrate wastage, substrate use and cost (supporting multi-
up substrates)

Filters Filter by parameter, including job name, finish, substrate type and size

Range
Select date and time periods, excluding hours and/or days when there was 
no activity, e.g. when the factory was closed

View Represent data as totals or per-job averages

Data Comparison
View two data sets concurrently, e.g. this month versus last month, days 
versus nights, one substrate type versus another, etc.
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�� Web Browser Interface - 
comprises two main areas of 
functionality:

 z IncaAccess - a set of tools to 
enable job and print queue 
management to be completed 
offline (away from the printer’s 
operating interface).

 z IncaViewer - visualise printer 
data to identify trends, improve 
costing and analyse efficiency.

�� IncaScript - gaps between Inca 
printers and customer MIS, 
workflow and RIP products are 
bridged by custom scripts that are 
deployed and supported by Inca.

�� IncaAPI - access IncaConnect 
functionality via Representational 
State Transfer (RESTful*) web API. 
 
*RESTful APIs provide interoperability 
between computer systems on the 
Internet.
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While every reasonable effort has 
been made to ensure the accuracy and 
appropriateness of the content of this 
document, Inca Digital Printers Limited 
can not be held responsible for any errors, 
omissions or consequential loss/damage 
how so ever caused. The information 
supplied is subject to change without notice 
due to on-going design improvement and a 
unit may differ in detail from that described.
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IncaScript (Custom Workflow Integration)
There are many varieties of RIP, MIS and workflow software all with different methods 
of communicating with the outside world and other software. Using IncaScript, gaps 
between Inca printers and customer MIS, workflow and RIP products are bridged by 
custom scripts that are deployed and supported by Inca.

Input Engine can be configured to run external applications or custom scripts and XML 
transforms on incoming files, based on hot folder configuration. This feature targets 
advanced workflows and third party integrations that require configuration in the 
field, and allows Input Engine to import file formats and perform operations that are 
unavailable as standard. Examples of automated actions that can be performed range 
from the very simple to more sophisticated: 

�� File Renaming - jobs are automatically renamed, making identification clearer for the 
operator when using the printer GUI.

�� Queries - on receipt of a ripped file, Input Engine uses a script to query the substrate 
type and size automatically from the MIS database, removing the requirement for 
the operator to transcribe this from the paper job ticket.

IncaAPI (3rd Party Software Integration)
Functionality exposed via the Web Browser Interface including queue and job 
management and machine setting/print history visibility is also made available to third 
parties via a straightforward Representational State Transfer (RESTful) web API. Data can 
be fed back into MIS and workflow system(s), enabling more accurate job quotations/
estimates to be generated. Other software systems can use the API to integrate between 
themselves and Inca Onset X printers. Documented in R4005-TM-302 IncaConnect API 
Guide - contact your support agent for integration specification documentation.

Ordering Details
IncaConnect is supplied as a “Black Box” solution directly from Inca 
Digital Printers Ltd., simplifying installation and deployment. It also 
enables the ability for greater compliance with customer IT policies. 

The IncaConnect PC can be installed as a proxy to a customer’s 
network, Print PC and outside world (if sanctioned), meaning the Print PC can be 
removed from the network. This removes the requirement for anti-virus software having 
to be installed on the Print PC which can impact on performance.

Basic installation and training can be provided1 directly by Inca Technical Support or by 
local support agents. Custom IncaScript/IncaAPI development assistance2 can also be 
provided by Inca Technical Support (please contact Inca for more details).

Description Part No

IncaConnect (including installation & training) Conversion_KIT423

IncaConnect (parts only) Conversion_KIT424

1. Charges may be incurred.
2. Development assistance subject to additional cost.
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Benefits

�� Reduced Data Re-Entry, Fewer 
Errors and Better Print Quality - 
customised scripts created using 
IncaScript can reduce interaction 
points where users can make 
mistakes entering data or selecting 
incorrect substrate types and/or 
finishes. Job data (e.g. copy count, 
substrate type/size etc.) is specified 
upstream and passed to the printer, 
meaning data entry is not required 
throughout the flow of the job to 
the printer. 

�� Offline Job Set-up and Queue 
Management - IncaAccess enables 
the removal/reduction of setup time 
from the responsibility of the press 
operator, providing an opportunity 
to improve scheduling and increase 
productivity. By not having to setup 
up jobs/queues at the console, the 
printer has greater up-time and can 
be used to print more, generating 
more income and greater ROI.

�� Greater Schedule Understanding 
and Efficiency - development and 
integration of custom scripts using 
IncaScript can allow premium jobs 
to be scheduled for print efficiency 
(by substrate, type or store order), 
improving profit margins.

�� Improves Quotation/Estimate 
Accuracy - to reduce potential loss 
of income due to poor estimation 
of substrate and/or ink usage, 
consumables costing data can be 
fed back into MIS and workflow 
system(s) (either manually using 
data from IncaViewer or auto-
matically by custom scripts using 
IncaAPI), enabling accurate job quo-
tations/estimates to be generated.


